Product Data Sheet

Open Payments Compliance
Chrome River EXPENSE Simplifies Open Payments Compliance.
Pharmaceutical, medical device manufacturing, medical supply companies and group
purchasing organizations (GPOs) are required by the ‘National Physician Payment
Transparency Program: Open Payments’ to track and report payments and any financial
relationships between physicians and teaching hospitals. These payments include travel
expenses, meals, entertainment, consulting fees, research payments and other benefits
over $10. Chrome River simplifies the daunting reporting process and lets business flow.

Tools to manage healthcare provider spend
Chrome River EXPENSE helps organizations by making it easy to track Healthcare Provider
(HCP) spend and report accurate expense payment data in order to comply with federal and
state regulations avoid stiff penalties.









Simplifies the creation of expense reports and proper assignment of expenses related
to healthcare National Physician Payment Transparency Program: Open Payments
professionals
Perform easy, real-time searches of healthcare providers as expenses are being entered
Provides seamless and immediate access to the entire Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid (CMS) government database of providers along with all of their
associated data
In addition to the CMS government database of providers, MedPro’s DirectID –
Chrome River, provides access to more than 14 million HCP and HCO records
Set spend limitations set for specific types of expenses
Provides complex aggregate spend compliance reporting required by both the
federal government and a growing list of states

MedProID®
By integrating MedPro Systems’ MedProID® Healthcare Provider (HCP) database into
Chrome River EXPENSE, customers are provided access to more than 14 million HCP
and HCO records from the most comprehensive and up-to-date source of healthcare data
available, drawing from 800+ State License Boards, plus DEA, AMA, NPI, and CDS
sources. To ensure information is accurate and current, MedPro Systems obtains state
license data from the appropriate licensing agencies on a regularly-scheduled basis. The
information is cross-referenced with other industry data sources to provide the foundation
for reliable license validation.
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Why Chrome River?
Chrome River is a leading provider of expense reporting and
supplier invoice automation solutions. We understand the severity
of the penalties that can be imposed on organizations that fail to
comply with Open Payments and have designed an intuitive, easy
way for those employees filing expense reports to quickly assign
validated healthcare providers to any related expenses. Chrome
River EXPENSE has a proven, strong feature set that will simplify
tracking and ensure that compliance to CMS reporting
requirements are quick, easy and accurate. Chrome River lets
business flow.
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